
Urinal and Commode Mats 

167-1 and 167-2 168-1 and 168-2

New Restroom Mats

Protection – Kleen Mats will protect all types of floor surfaces from the harmful effects of urine. Do 
away with those ugly yellow spots and stains. Extend the life of bathroom flooring.

Pays For Itself – CCP’s new line of restroom mats will shave hundreds of dollars every year off the 
cost of restroom maintenance, all the while providing a safer, more sanitary way to deal with the 
problems of urine splash and drips around urinals and commodes.

Ease Of Maintenance – Kleen Mats make maintaining restrooms easier and faster. There's no need 
for multiple daily mopping to remove puddles and wet floors. When scheduled daily maintenance 
calls for wet mopping, these mats can be mopped over or removed for total floor cleaning.

Improved Appearance - Floor surfaces beneath urinals and commodes have long been the sore spot 
in every restroom's overall appearance. Urine odor caused by unsightly splashes and drips also 
creates a generally poor impression of a restroom's cleanliness. 

Safe –Kleen Mats’ super absorbency reduces moisture on restroom floors, thereby reducing slippery 
conditions. Because our product stays where it's put, it presents no safety hazard itself.

Kleen Mats
New From Continental!

KaTom Restaurant Supply, Inc.



Brand Item # Item Description Color 
Case 
Pack

Case 
Weight

Case 
Cube

CMC 167-1 Urinal Mat, Grey  Grey 6 6.0 .40

CMC 167-2 Urinal Mat, Black Black 6 6.0 .40

CMC 168-1 Commode Mat, Grey Grey 6 6.5 .40

CMC 168-2 Commode Mat, Black Black 6 6.5 .40
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•Kleen Mats can eliminate the problems 

caused by puddles or urine for only 

pennies a day!

•Damage to floors caused my uric acid 

is unsightly and expensive to repair.

•Standing  puddles of urine in the 

restroom can cause an unsafe and 

unhealthy environment.

KaTom Restaurant Supply, Inc.

http://www.continentalcommercialproducts.com/



